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su1amc'1'= Ibport on O/NE Consultants‘ Meeting at Princeton, N. J., 
on 7-8 October 19534 

INTRODEDTION 

(b)(3) 
1- Participating of ABBOT EJMIIH were: 

HAMILTON FISH ARMSTRONG, OAI-V111 H HOOVER WILLIAM 
1.. mmm, con. <1. A. Lzmcom, mun nosnmr, 1 (b)(3 
JOSEPH H. STRAIER, AIID '1‘. GUILERVYOUNO. O/NE stat!‘ members JAIES GRAHAM 
and DONALD HENDERSWI attended the meetings on both days; EDJARD O. 
HI'IOHOQsK and JOHN HEIRES attended on the first dq; CHESTER L. COOPER, 
COL. JOHH CANNON, and ROERT L. HEWITT on the second dw. 

2. Both eeeeione on 7 October were devoted to Western Europe» 
Various Far Eaetern matters were taken up during the morning of 8 October, 
and Iran and Afghanistan were dieeueeed during the afternoon. Three 
briefing memoranda which had been pxeviouely forwarded to the consultants 
served as discussion guides. 

3» Before the substantive discussion began the Ohai:-man briefly 
reviewed the work eeeompliehed and problems encountered by O/NE since 
the last consultants‘ meeting in June, noting that meet of the estimates 
produeed since than bed been made available to them. LANGER replied 
that he had reed these estimates and considered them of high standard. 
He added that in his breed experience of government analyses and 
estimates he has not run into amrthing superior to the intellectual 
qualiiar of the HIE produet. HOOVER concurred in these comments. 

DOCUMENT H6. 
" no CHANGE an cuss. Q DISCUSSION U eecussorxee 

cuss. cmueee To; re e@ new nevaew one .1£fiQ_i___..__..._.. 
STEHH EUEE “-77 H1 H3 7°'2 “Mme \~~ “E

‘ DA : 

la. The Chairman began with the suggestion that the eoneultante 
discuss the outcome or the Landon Conference in terms of its implications

_ 
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for West German policy, the reactions or the USSR, and especially the 
problem of Mendas-France. He pointed out that gossip, rumor, and 
reporting all combine to produce an aura oi‘ suspicion concerning 
Meadow relations with Molotov and with the French Gomuoiets. 
A. Ilendes-France and the USSR 

5. Imam said that it is always impossible to be certain about 
an individual, but that the Memorandum to the Director concerning 
Meadow character and intentions looked like a good Job. He recalled 
tint when Bismark first took over as Chancellor he was alleged to be 
the tool of Napolem III. Similarly, he thought a lot of the rumors 
about Mendee-France were on the order of gossip. ‘Edie was a natural 
development following I-lendesl "board-clearing" decisions, some oi‘ which 
are not felt to be in the interest oi‘ tin US. LARGER suggested that 
I-tandem decisions have been favorable to France and may turn out to be 
favorable to the US. In this connection LANGER thought that perhaps 
EDS wasn't so good after all, at least at this 1m date, and if so, 
Hoodoo‘ action in killing it once and for all was an act of stetesmenship. 

6. STRAIER stated the test oi‘ Memes‘ position would cone in his 
follow-up action on the London agreements: any protracted stalling in 
reaching agreements on technical issues would be cause for serious 
concern. HOOVER agreed with this Judgment and pointed out that if 
Mendez-France pushed the London easements to a conclusion, this would 
be the strongest evidence that he is not dealing with Molotov. 

7. Hone of the consultants thought that the Geneva accord 
necessarily indicated collaboration beween Molotov and I-bodes-France. 
HOOVER expressed the view that the French did not get a good deal at 
Geneva from the Bommuniste. HOSE!-I felt that the Comxmmists closed out 
the war because it was in their interest to do so quite apart from any 
effort to make "ax-rangaments" with I-iondes-France. LANG?-R observed that 
in any event it is possible the USSR prefers an "independent" leader 
13 Frflllfifle 

8. With regard to future French relations with the USSR, LANGER 
thought we should certainly not ignore the facts of past Russo-French 
alliances. A Frenchmm does not have to be 0. 9-omznmist to argue that 
a new, operative alliance is better than a reamed Germany from the 
French point of view, particularLy~ since many "good" Frenchmen believe 
they can deal safely with the USSR. IANGER thought this situation 
should be watched very closely. STRAIER commented that such an alliance 
would be very difficult to achieve. He telt that the USSR could not 
~aoobothF:-ance andflermw-atthe some timeandhc thoughttheevidence 
ottherecentpastindicatedtheflfifiauasplswingtlledernanoard. He didn't think France would believe in e neutralieed Gemauy with a smell 
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army-theyhadseenthettriedbefore--andhedidnitseehou else the German problem could be handled in a Russo-French agreement. ARMSTRONG felt, however, that the USSR could play on both French and German ‘vulnerabilities for some time. It could, for example, otter Francs a neutralized Germany and a reinsurance treaty. LANGER observed that almost any Frenchman would rather stand with the LB than the USSR, but the fact remained that a Russo-French alliance was "terribly serious" business. Responsibility rests with US policy to give France such alternatives as to insure that France will continue to stand with the I15. 

9. Turning back to Mendea-France and his objectives,3 observed that Mendes' present emphasis on the need to strengthen France in order to support an independent iorei licy was at least con- sistent with views he had expressed to in 19143. I-AMER observed that although it is possible Mendes-France will turn out to be a "orypto-Gomnumist," it would be disastrous for the US to become
_ irritated or petulant simply because Mendes takes actions we do not like 

10. The consultants thought the French people probably do not liloethe Londonsyeeznentsnunhmore thsnEDG, butprobablyfindthem less irritating. In general, the consultants thought the agreements could be ratified in France but that the Saar would pose serious diffioultiess 

Bo West 

Ill, LANGERobssrvedthathehednotseenanythingreoentlyonthe current strength of the German urge to unification in relation to other considerations such as the desire to unite with the West and the fear oi' the USSR, and thought the time miglt be coming soon for a re- evaluation of how the Germans line up on lmification. His personal opinion was that ramification would only become a burning issue after other things were settled, STRAIER stated that the West Germans feel keenly about "middle Germazw," but perhaps are no longer so keen about the region beyond the Oder-wlleisse. HOSELI countered with the statement that then the Germans speak of "mirieation" they still mean the Germany of 19370 AI-HBTRONG said his observations in Germany indicated that for the present the West Germans are concerned with other problems, and that although all Germans must paw lip service to the idea oi‘ unification, there is no strong political urge at this time. I-ANGER observed that this postponennnt of strong feeling is natural in circumstances when nothing effective can be dons. 
I3- 
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0. Soviet Policz in Egg 
12. mom and nosuu agreed with the 0/ms position that Soviet 

objectives had not changed and that the USSR would almost certainly 
not give up its control or East Germany for a unified, neutralized 
Germany. HOSELI pointed out that a unified Germany would soon seek 
the rectification oi‘ its eastern frontiers and would pose more problem 
to the USSR than a divided and armed west Ge:-mama STRAIER was not 
sure that the USSR would look at it quite that way. He thought the 
USSR might teal that an armed West Germany would have only one objective - 
unification -- and that the USSR might, therefore, prefer a unified 
Germmr as less friendly to the West and less hostile toward eastern 
Europe and the USSR- 

13e LINCOLN felt that that from the point of view of the Soviet 
General Staff a neutralized Germany might be preferable since such a 
development would probably force the withdrawal or US forces from 
Europe, permitting the USSR more freedm of maneuver in Europe. Once 
the US had withdrawn its forces, the USSR migjzt feel that the risk 
oi‘ atomic war would deter the US from returning its forces to Europe 
to combat Soviet political-military moves, ARI-ETRONG said he remained 
convinced that blocking west Osman armament was the principal immediate 
5oviet objective in Europe. L-AMER stated that it was very unlikely 
that the Germans, the UK, or the IE would accept neutralization and 
that amr Soviet moves. in this direction would be in the nature or 
propaganda, 

111. LANCER raised the question of the motivation for the present 
Soviet emphasis on "peaceful coexistence" and MQSELI stated that in his 
opinion it was simply an intelligent tactical adjustment not possible 
during the lifetiun of Hefalt Soviet tactics were to flplit 
the west and that Soviet actions could not be ascribed to any serious 
internal problems» 

155 HOOVER wondered it‘ the present gloom‘ picture was, in fact, 
much worse than it ha: been for the past forty years. He thought it 
unlikely that ergything in the nature oi‘ internal reforms could materially 
strengt_hen'the government, nor did he think it possible to build up a 
strong,"right authoritarian regime. I-ANGER thougzt it remarkable that 
the situation was notmuch worse, given the imbalance of people and 
resources. The danger in the present situation, in contrast ‘to years 
past, was that the Communist Party non provides s. channel for the 
expression of endemic discontent; ARI*B’1‘RONG thought that Scelba and

0 

Faofani certainly would do as well as De Gasperi in maintaining stability, 
and ehouldido somewhat better. AEMSTRONG felt that the eituationlin 
Italy was probably not quite soblack as painted in the briefingi 
memorandum prepared for the consultants. '

' 
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16. STRAIER questioned any assumption that the long range political. trend in all Europe is to the right. He thougzt that Europe's econoxmlo recovery may make it possible for Europe to "afford" liberal or left wing governments. 

§‘.'f*.!.*.....¥’-353.1‘. 

A. Offslmore Islands The 

17. Most of the consultants were impressed with Chinese Communist opportunities for harassing and embarrassing the US over the issue of the offshore islands. As a result, in I.Ir»HJOLN's words, they generally "lflened tonard" the view that firm Nationalist and US resistance to Communist probing actions would not preclude actual attempts to seize some of the islands and that eveE1""E US warning of mtaliation against mainland bases might not deter the Comnmiets. STRAIER thought that seizure of Quezsoy would be a black eye for the Chimes Nationalists and that all countries but the US would applaud this. AIMSTRONG felt moat people are surprised that the Nationalists still have possession of some of the islands. LAMER observed that the Chinese Communists probably wouldn't expect s big flerebaok over Quenoy. I-IOSELI said that the Chinese Qoammniots probably believe that if s fight over Quemoy did develop, the IE would be isolated. He thought that they would probably regard this attitude of America's allies as preventing over»- expension of the conflict and that the USSR Ipecifically would feel protected against undue involvement through support of Peiping so long as US ground troops were not committed. 
18. on to say that Quemoy could confront the us with a di mus: if we gave full support to the Hationelists, many would sey we were risking uar for no good purpose, while if we refrained no would be demonstrating weakness. AIMSTRONG enlarged on the problem of US prestige, not only in the Far East: ue had intervened with the Seventh Fleet, had then "unleashed" Ghiang, and most recently had told. the Nationalists, who uere obviously our clients, to hold off. Ha felt there was a real question with the rest of the world about where the US was going end, after some further discussion, askod what would happen if we ordered chimg to quit Quemoy, whether it would be accepted as a strategic withdrawal rather than as a defeat. IANGER observed that in such is case Ghisng would probably mobilize his US friends, and GOGPER noted that some of our military have issued state- ments that some of the offshore islands are strategically and militarily important. 

B» $1!;2~§.9:é_e§i\21@_.i1E_@==l 

19. In connection with the offshore islands discussion, LARGER asked whether US intelligence discounted the USSR's influence in the determination of Oomxie East and inquired about 
use:

_ 
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what evidence on this question had been forthcoming at Geneva. COOPER 
replied that the US and UK delegations at Geneva both felt that in the last analysis Molotov called the tune. The Chairman added, however, 
that there was general ag'eement in Washington that China was not a 
satellite, that conflicting interests do exist, and that recon?” 
apparent efforts of the USSR to get on the rscozd with an opinion of 
the Geneva settlement before the chtnese communists did was an indication or Soviet concern that the initiative was passing to the latters 
LARGER moms:-load with satisfaction on the change from the days when it was assumed that the USSR called all the shots; he had always felt that, as with Austria and Germany in 1911:, Peiping had told Moscow in late 
3.950 that Chinese intervention in Kama was necessary. He thought 
that Peiping was probably non taking the attitude in Sino-Soviet 
discussions that the offshore islands question was also one of primary Chinese concern. 

G. Qgmumstmti satfle o vo nave 

20. HOOVER questioned the briefing memorsnduws assertion that concoiousnaas oi‘ the magnitude oi’ Gonmznist China's internal tasks one c major factor in tlm cozmunist decision to roach an armistice in Indochina, asking whether in fact the C‘-omnuniats had given up 
anything significant at Geneva. COOPER noted that the Gomuniste hnd made concessions on boundaries in the last 2h hours oi’ the conference, and ARMSTRONG observed that they had given up the opportunity to keep the US on the hot spots Lam!-:11, however, remained convinced that Geneva was a resounding victory for Cocumnist Chins, that the Qmmmxnist choice was not between two absolutes, signing an armistice still left the Communists with ample oppoxtunitiem jfelt that this point served to nail down ooormw contention that the Gonmmistc at Geneva were manifestly anxious to demonstrate to the world that it was possible to negotiate successfully with them, that after the inconclusive termination of the Korea phase of the talks they were particularly desirous or avoiding c breakdown on Indochina, and that they themfom were willing to make last-minute conccssionso 

21» During the course of the discussion, MOSEII advanced the argument that continuation of the fighting would have crested additional problems and eventual dangers for the LINJOLN, however, expressed doubt that this would be the case so long as the U5 was unwilling to commit pound troops -- that air-sea intervention would probably not have s sigzificant effect. In the end, there appeared to be general agreement that the desire to secure propaganda objectives, particularly in Europe, had been an important motive in the ccmxmmist decision to reach an armistice and that they had not sacrificed very much in halting their m:!.1its.ry offensive in Indochina. 
06$ 
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*2‘r'Z'. The consultants appeared genezraily favorable to the view that 
ths fihixaeee Communists would over the next few years avoid heavy mili.tm*y 
c:w:.mfi.tmnts, though. they might lend some support to Viet Ifinh-typo 
mmwmnts as occasion arose. MQSELY zzommented that the Gomunists 
would probably move slowly in Indochina until the need for guerrilla 
operations in fiouth Vietnam emerged and that would probably wish 
to place on us the respmeibility for m1 delay in Vietnamese eleetionm 
HUOVER noted that successful aubveraion usually requues aceompanyfiug 
mfiitary moves on the borders and othor forms of pressure“ 
D- leiemaalteetmljamaeti sfitwr mm“ P011 roblemsz Z1 _ Qhinaae Qpr t % 

23. IAI~IGfi queried the character-izsatim oi‘ Chinese Communist 
problemo as "errtremaely difficult." LIlK%0L\\! observed, however, that 
colmm-:?.v".I.sat5.on of a nice culture raised new problems, and STRAHIR 
added that whereas the Russimzs plowed back their not gains to further 
the indtustrialization process, the Chinese must pay the USSR for needed 
capital goodm The Ghairman noted that the problem was not only one of 
economic mmlysia but one of how much the fihineae Ccmmnrniats were 
pmovmuprled w;'¢."X".h economic. problmwe 

Eh, GRAHAM advanced the argument that having secured their borders 
in Korea and Indochilm the Ghinem Gmnmmists felt that they could now 
turn to zlntomal problems -- that 1ah:iJ.o they would like to have ‘1's1:!.uan 
and would oewtainly use the Taiwan iasaue both intemafigy and eztoxually, 
they would net take undue risks to gain control of it. HOSEIK, hmmver, 
felt that this analyste understated the importance of Tm,uan¢ He 
considered that collectivimation would be a bigger problem for the 
regime "than it had been in the USSR, that the ozxistenoe of any kind of 
aJ.tm~na:te wwlxl add to the difficulty of getting adequate peasant 
partifipation and cooperation, and that the Chinese Gommnuata must 
therefore be coxmirtea';Lng hum to clean up the Taiwan situation. 

E*= §l‘.‘i..;F¥‘.;.T5E§.'§§u.;%‘§3-JZQIE 

25.; The azonaultants esgxrussed general agreement with the thesis 
that the Western position in the Far East had become wealmr during the 
last six months and that the leaders of a and India felt the need 
to "adjust" to the new situation. that behind all our 
specific questions about the Far East was one fundamental fact to whioh 
we -- and the Japanese as wall - must adjust: namely, that China is 
becoming a basis for stabilization in the Far East, not under Nationalist 
auspices as we had hoped and initially expected, but undor the Communists“ 
I-i0SEL'I added that in Japan. the right wing might find it easier to make 
such an adjustment than the laftistrsq 

$7.. 
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MIDDIE EAST 

A. Iran 

26. The first portion of the eeeeioo was taken up with a pa-e~ 
ponderantly pessimistic report by YOUNG on his recent trip to Irfifle 
Ho had been skeptical regarding the optimistic reporte of the last 
several months and had found his skepticism confirmed» The short-term 
situation wee improved, but long-term prospects were no better- 
I-ioreover, improvements with respect to political stability and the 
economic situation had only been achieved at a price. The old crowd 
was back in power. He believed there was strong and wide-spread 
reeexrtmant and disillusionment regarding the imposed character of the 
regime. Corruption under Zehedi --» e prime offender himself --- wee 
generally ooneidered the worst in 15 years.» He added that even meow tma wee an exaggeration, the important point was that moot Iranians 
were convinced that it wee true. He had found deep despair among met 
of hie Iranian contacts -- in pert e natural response to the recent 
emotional jag -- with little or no hope that e workable eubetitute 
for the Zehedi regime eould be found, Many of the former supporters 
oi‘ Moeeadaq considered. there wee no alternative ‘but the Tudeh, 

27» YOUNG was particularly oonoerned lest the US relax into the 
atmosphere of 191;?-50 and depend on "Zehediw battalions," He felt 
that the US should recognize that it ie in e crisis situation and 
zmdertaloe a comprehensive, coordinated program to eliminate the eon- 
ditione and attitudes new undermining popular eonridenoe in the regme 
and in Ire.n*a future. In this eomeetion, he pointed out that the US 
was generally oonsidered reaponeible for the exietenee of the present 
regime and that the situation could term am anti-American tum if the 
US failed to support e movement for retomo 

'28, In response to questions, !OU&~IG- conceded that the prevailing 
peyohologioal atmosphere was not entirely‘ H383-ti-730 He believed that 
many of the most responsible Ireniene realize that it is premature to 
Judge developmenta until the oil settlement was working well and that, 
despite much regret that Moesedeq did not close a deal in early 1953 
when terms were more favorable, the present oil settlement was generally 
accepted. YOUNG still felt, however, that all too few Iranians had 
learned anything from their experienee with the oil problem and that 
leek of confidenee in and resentment of the preeent government -- and 
not only among the intellectuals -- was serious. He was convinced that 
something must be done to melm the govemmnt serve the needs and 
eopiratione of the people better and to give them a greater eenee oi‘ 
freedom and pertieipatione ' 

wan 
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29. The discussion at this point turned to the question or whether 
Iranian aspirations for democracy could be reconciled at this stage 
with the maintenance of stability» Altar YOUNG had characterized the 
advent of an honaat, democratic government capable of maintaining 
stability as unlikely, the Chairman asked whether it was too extreme 
to suggest that the situation in Iran was insoluble by ordinary 
democratic means and that a benevolent dictatorship was required» YOUNG 
replied that however nostalgically the Iranians looked back: to the past 
they were determined not to have another Rana Shah-type dictatorship. 
He felt that the best hope was for a government which would enter 
partnership with the Shah and US aid to the best reforming purposes 

30¢ AIHSTRONG than pointed out that it was Zahediia vary success 
that made the Shah dislike him that such a partnership with the Shah 
was difficult to maintain. STRAYER wondered xmether direct imperial 
rule by the Shah with US support might not be the anauera ZOUNG 
expressed the view that the present Shah was "too Iranian" to make such 
a solution work -- he could not hold firmly to a course of action and 
loved intrigue for its mm sake. ARMSTRONG said that in his recent 
interview with the 3hah the latter appeared to be preoccupied with 
obtaining s good army through US aid. He said further that while 
the Shah's prestige in Tehoran is hiya, much of Iran's problems is- 
rooted in the country-side where the 3hsh's influence is not great” 
The consultants seamed to ages that neither the Zahodi regime nor the 
Shah alone could effect a substantial alleviation of I1-ems problems, 
but that something might be done after tha_oil~eottlemnt if the riéht 
man could be found to work with the Shah. ARMSTRONG emphasized the 
breadth of U5" asset; in Iran and suggested that if the US could not 
succeed there, it could not hope to do so elsewhere in the world“ 

31. with regard to Soviet policy toward Iran, MOS'>1?L'! gave his 
opinion that the Soviets preferred to wait on the sidelines for a 
decline in the Shah's prestige and the growth of a reform movement 
among the intellectuals, Bo thought the Soviste did not wish to 
intervam in Iran now, but might perhaps be interested in terms of 
5-10 years.» He believed that the Soviets gave a low priority not only 
to Iran, but to the whole I~iicldle East, 

32¢ STRAIER questioned whether some form of HEDD (not necessarily 
along present lines) , while not having much military value, might not 
attach Iranian loyalties. MOSELY felt that the creation of a defence 
organization might focus discontent on the military link with the 
West, YDING agreed, making the point that Iranians say the US is 
interested only in granting military or economic aid and not in reforms. 
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V mefi V 
Be Afgh anistan 

33. The conaultants expressed agrewnt with the briefing 
memorandumls contention that despite increasing sovist attention to 
Afghaniatan, the LB-SR had no immediate designs on Afghan territory. 
MOSELY thought that the Soviets considered the Middle East area as 
"amdnr US protection, that their interest in Afghanistan was in relation 
to US moves there, and that they knew it would be difficult to 
administer the country‘ YOUNG believed that Afghanistan at this tine 
was an exception as far as traditional Soviet policies of penetration 
of border territories were concerned. He thought the Afghan ruling 
familqr would accept Soviet aid. offers up to a dangerous point, but 
would then clearly halt. STRAIER said that the Soviets generally 
seemed to have succeeded in making tho US spread its resources in 
countering their initiatives; he wondered whether or not the US 
might have a chance to turn the tables on the Soviet in Afghanistano 
LZWGOIN thought it could not be done. 
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